
Solution

Of the 14 technology vendors shortlisted as potential SEF 

aggregation providers, two had specific functionality in place to address SEF 

aggregation, indicating the extent of market hesitation; the remaining 12 said 

they could adapt their solutions to become an aggregator and develop SEF 

aggregation functionality.

The perception that the SEF landscape and 

SEF aggregation are effectively ‘building a bridge to 

nowhere’ is dated. The industry must take steps to adapt to this 

new trading environment. This outlook is based on the recent 

clarification of SEF regulations and the arrival of the initial 

CFTC SEF registration deadline in October 2013.

Landscape

Introduction

SEFs represent great change for products where trading lies 

strongly in voice. The challenge varies across institutions depending 

on their product focus, making institutional responses to SEFs and SEF 

aggregation varied. 

Impact

Perspective

A minority of banks are prepared for the advent of SEFs with all 

of our survey sample expressing a negative perception of the SEF landscape. These 

early adopters of aggregation solutions are incentivised by the advantage of effective 

liquidity provision and best execution to clients by having adequate, consolidated SEF 

connections at a time when other banks may be playing catch-up.

14 Vendors Shortlisted

Two with specific functionality in place to address SEF aggregation
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This Report

SEF aggregators are both pertinent and imminent as banks are required to connect with SEFs, and their 

clients in turn will request multiple connections. However, the move towards SEF connectivity and aggregation 

has not occurred with any great momentum, and though some participants are making preparations for the 

advent of this new trading landscape, the general pace is sluggish and haphazard. This shortfall gives rise to 

the potential for first-mover advantages to develop a comprehensive, valuable offering  in the SEF aggregation 

space. This report lays out the functional requirements for a reference SEF aggregator solution. More info at: research.greyspark.com

Swap

Execution

Facilities

Taking

the Next

Step

Swap execution facilities 

(SEFs) are the brain-child of 

the Dodd-Frank Act, designed to 

increase transparency in bilateral 

swap markets. SEFs are used in a 

similar way to exchanges in that they 

accept, match and execute mandated 

orders. Aggregation is the solution to 

providing market participants access 

to consolidated liquidity.
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